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Abstract. A paradigm premised on the reactor design basis and on its systems, structures, and components also 
governs nuclear power plant operations. This machine-centered paradigm emphasizes a functional and 
discipline-based division of responsibilities, which can create hierarchical “silos” and “stovepipes” inhibiting 
the development and lateral exchange of knowledge about safety-critical system interactions. A knowledge-
centered paradigm instead encourages the timely development, analysis, and exchange of information about 
system conditions and their likely consequences. This new paradigm puts operational focus on the importance of 
operating experience, informative root cause analyses, effective corrective actions, and cross-discipline 
exchange and cooperation. Although the knowledge-centered paradigm is already central to three main 
strategies of risk reduction, it is less likely to be recognized as such in terms of priorities, resources, and 
training:  configuration control, control room operations, and root cause analysis. To maintain the capacity for 
safe shutdown and to preserve public trust, the knowledge-centered paradigm places as high a priority on 
interactions of safety-critical knowledge as it does on interactions of safety-critical systems, structures, and 
components. 

1.  Introduction 

This paper is based on verbal and textual data sources: a) interviews and focus group discussions with 
industry experts and executives, some at fourteen nuclear power stations in the USA and abroad; b) 
internal plant documents and self-studies; c) analyses of serious events and research documents. [1] 

1.1 Paradigm Rationale:  Reactor Design Theory and Operational Theory 

The license to operate makes it imperative to follow rules and procedures for keeping operations 
within safety margins prescribed by designers’ risk estimates, accident scenarios, and reactor safety 
principles. Even so, safeguards built into reactor systems cannot also reduce risks encountered in 
electricity generation. Moreover, the design itself as built, modified, and maintained can also 
exacerbate system uncertainties and risk and add daily challenges. 

A machine-centered theory of risk reduction dominates in the absence of an independently derived 
perspective on reducing operational risks. The discipline and training model of the U.S. nuclear navy 
is appropriate to its encapsulated environment within a military institution but inappropriate for a 
publicly regulated private industry in a complex financial and political environment. Nor do 
management theories based on observations in conventional industrial enterprises apply to this layered 
technology. A lingering “fossil mentality” may put low priority on the collaboration and cooperation 
needed to maintain the capacity for safe shutdown. This knowledge-centered paradigm instead 
supports the range of human activities required to meet operational demands. 

2.0. A Knowledge Centered Paradigm for Operations 

A knowledge-centered paradigm encourages resources and priorities that focus on developing data on 
the status of system conditions and the uncertainties that problematic conditions introduce. The 
paradigm at the same time encourages the distribution of responsibilities and accountabilities that 
facilitate the exchange, development, and analysis of such knowledge. According to Arthur L. 
Stinchcombe, specialist in industrial and high hazard organizations, the structures “of organizations, 
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and of parts of organizations, vary according to the sorts of uncertainties they confront” because they 
vary by the “sources of information they depend on” and by ways “that information is best got to the 
decision-making units.” For that reason, organizations and their various parts “grow toward sources of 
news, news about the uncertainties that most affect their outcomes.” [2] That is, information needs 
structure organizational arrangements. 

In his study of the Norwegian State Oil Company or Statoil, a high hazard industry that designs, 
builds, and operates oil drilling rigs in the North Sea, Stinchcombe points out differences in 
knowledge requirements for construction and for operations. In “the last stage of building, what the 
construction or fabrication people need to know about a [design] change is only what activities they 
need to do to change it; what the operators and especially maintenance people need to know is how it 
looks at the end — the `as-built' drawings and technical data-sheets and spare parts list,” Stinchcombe 
says. But while that documentation is “crucial for operations,” for construction, “it is merely one last 
bit of paperwork.”  No longer having “strong motives” and “a strong sense of responsibility to provide 
quality information,” design managers let as-built drawings accumulate into backlogs, leaving 
operations in the dark about a component’s or assembly’s configuration in place. [3] That system 
vulnerability occurs in nuclear power plants when as-built backlogs of modifications occur. 

With the circulation of knowledge to reduce uncertainties as a guiding principle, managers’ emphasis 
on top-down “people-driving” and supervising is, Stinchcombe finds, irrelevant. “The first idea we 
have to get out of our minds is the `people-driving' view of what modern management is about.” That 
is because “organization theorists have very little idea of what there is [for managers] to talk about (or 
write or calculate about), where such information has to flow and why.” We know “very little” about 
how “the hierarchy that appears on the organization chart [relates] to the total flow of communication, 
because we cannot easily imagine what the communications are other than supervision.”[4] In 
encouraging “people-driving” and function-driving, the machine-centered paradigm neglects to 
manage the processes that link information to relevant uncertainties 

2.1. Knowledge-Centered Safety-Critical Activities in Operations

Several kinds of knowledge-centered activities that cut across the functional divisions of nuclear 
power plants are unlikely to be recognized as such in terms of priorities, resources, and training.   

2.1.1. Plant Programs, Uncertainties, and Configuration Control

The station programs scooping out most operational work address such activities as configuration 
control, maintenance, quality assurance, radiation control, and so on. Each program is a knowledge-
driven activity, producing and using knowledge of system conditions that keeps plants on the path to 
safe shutdown. At the same time, the programs themselves can introduce uncertainties and 
contingencies, as when equipment is out of service for testing or repair. However, the “silos” and 
“stovepipes” of functions and disciplines can block knowledge exchange. That was the case in the 
Davis Besse vessel head event, where its condition went largely unnoticed by those responsible for 
some five programs. [5] A plant’s system of programs and their activities are as central to 
configuration control and control over safe shutdown as are the banks of signals in a control room. 

2.1.2.  Knowledge-Centered Control Rooms

Maintaining the capacity for safe shutdown is the paramount operational goal. The machine-centered 
paradigm focuses largely on assuring control room operators’ strict compliance with procedures and 
rules. That neglects the knowledge-centered activities through which operators develop and evaluate 
information about system conditions: feedback mechanisms built into the technology supply only 
some of that knowledge.  
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That is what a group of cognitive and industrial engineers specializing in human-machine interface 
issues learned from observing control room operators, under the auspices of the Atomic Energy 
Control Board of Canada. Their goal had been to understand “the cognitive complexities that 
operators confront during normal operations and the active, problem-solving activities that play a 
fundamental role in monitoring a complex dynamic system.” These experts had assumed that 
operators would face the most challenges in maintaining “vigilance,” in exercising “selective 
attention” among “hundreds of indicators,” and in maintaining “visual acuity and discrimination 
skills” to detect changes and read indicators accurately. They found that none of those assumptions 
“does justice to the richness of the phenomena we observed.”[6] 

Instead, they found that operators actively seek out a wide variety of information, that the contexts of 
their work can prevent their carrying out their tasks effectively, and that operators invent ad hoc
strategies to compensate for ill-fitting hardware and software to assure reliable observations and 
interpretations. Nor is the control panel their main source of contextual information.  At shift 
turnovers, incoming operators review current records, evaluate field operators’ activities, and make 
field tours of major components for a “process feel” of temperature and vibration of plant 
components. [7] To develop reliable knowledge operators use “various informal strategies and 
competencies,” which “are not part of the formal training programs or the official operating 
procedures.” The group finds, however, that these “are extremely important because they facilitate the 
complex demands of monitoring and compensate for poor interface design decisions. Thus one could 
effectively argue that the [control] system works well, not despite of, but because operators deviate 
from formal practices.”[8] “Good operators rely extensively on knowledge-driven monitoring instead 
of rote procedural compliance [to] detect problems before they become significant, to compensate for 
poor...procedures, to distinguish instrumentation failures from component failures, and to become 
better aware (in a deep sense) of the unit’s current state. [9]   

Control room operators “develop many strategies and acquire a great deal of knowledge on the job 
that goes well beyond the formal training they receive . . .. However, current training and licensing 
programs are based more on procedural compliance than on knowledge-based understanding.”[10] 
Again, a large gap exists between the machine-centered paradigm and actual safety-critical activities, 
which, these operators demonstrate, only a knowledge-centered paradigm can fill. 

2.1.3. Risk-Significance Determination, Root Cause Analyses, and Corrective Actions 

The necessity to characterize the risk levels of conditions is the ultimate knowledge-centered activity 
of operations. The knowledge needed is not ready-made: it requires curiosity, reliable analyses, and 
open exchanges among differing perspectives. A knowledge-centered paradigm encourages goals, 
policies, and priorities that support the constant task of effectively characterizing questionable 
conditions before they can escalate risk. At a time when both aging fleets and start-ups each present 
their particular challenges, timely risk characterization is ever more important. 

Operating experience is a major resource for meeting that challenge, yet using that resource is, as the 
call to this conference emphasizes, less prevalent than warranted, as many event reviews and recurring 
events show—one consequence of the dominance of the machine-centered paradigm. Almost by 
definition, operating experience teaches the limitations of the reactor system design basis and its risk 
estimates. The main sources of operating experience are event reviews and corrective actions for 
overcoming design and process limitations. Whether event reviews probe deeply enough to discover 
actual root causes and their appropriate corrective actions is continuously problematic. At Electricité 
de France, between 2001 and 2004 the causes of events have remained stable as has their number:  25 
percent, material failure, 40-50 percent, human error, and 35 percent, “organizational failures.”[11] 
The fact that about 75 percent of causes are so consistently attributed to human activities suggests that 
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a machine-centered paradigm alone does not encourage the development of corrective actions 
effective in lowering those numbers. 

Nor does that paradigm appear to be sufficient to guide effective event reviews, according to a 2001 
NRC study of events involving “human reliability” at U.S. nuclear power plants between 1992 and 
1997. Of 37 events involving safety-critical systems, not only had event reviews not identified earlier 
uncorrected errors, but failures to correct already known problems came to light, gaps four times more 
numerous than errors in the event itself. The longevity of faults and defects is for some experts, more 
worrisome than their frequency. Further, evidence of failures “to monitor, observe, or otherwise 
respond to negative trends, industry notices [of equipment defects and recommended revisions in 
operating practices], or design problems...contributed to 41 percent of the events.”[12] Again, 
knowledge-centered activities are not recognized in their own right as being safety-critical. 

The kinds of knowledge needed for timely recognition of problematic system conditions will become 
more “subtle” and “only an unusual level of cooperation among operations, maintenance and 
engineering” can provide it, warn engineers Walter H. and Thomas C. Esselman. “As performance 
improves, the factors that detract from performance will become much more subtle.  A dramatic 
improvement in the way that plant data are used should be sought.  That includes data recorded by 
computers, and from system engineer walkdowns, operator rounds, predictive monitoring, 
surveillance tests, inspections, and many other sources of information.”[13; my italics] An “unusual 
level of cooperation among operations, maintenance and engineering” is unlikely to be fostered by the 
machine paradigm. Discovering “subtle” signals is one aim of the knowledge-centered paradigm. 

3.0. Conclusion:  Present into Future  

Because a knowledge-centered paradigm brings into sharper focus the organizational arrangements 
and kinds of knowledge and analysis that risk prevention and reduction demand, it also inspires 
rethinking the competencies needed for today’s “old” design plants, for new-generation plants, and for 
the relatively untried decommissioning process.  It also suggests other kinds of efficiency and 
productivity criteria, such lowering barriers to knowledge exchange among plant programs and 
disciplines.  But as things stand, the machine-centered paradigm translates technical specifications and 
business plans into organizational arrangements not designed on the principle of circulating 
knowledge to reduce uncertainties and their risks.  

A knowledge-centered paradigm overtly produces data resources for designers of new-generation 
reactors.  Operating experience has also taught that reactor design has to be evaluated in terms of its 
contribution to maintaining the capacity for safe shutdown: design-basis issues (DBI’s) are regularly 
found to contribute to events. In 1997, an NRC-commissioned study of DBIs cited in licensee event 
reports found that between 1985 and 1997, more than 3,100 such reports had identified them, an 
average of about 240 annually. An analysis of DBI events during 1997 involving Accident Sequence 
Precursors [ASP] showed that “although the percentage of DBIs that are risk significant is very small, 
it may be expected that, to the extent that ASP events occur . . . DBIs may continue to be an important 
contributor."[14] This is history that should not be allowed repeat itself.  
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